Regulatory proteins associate with the genome either by directly binding cognate DNA motifs or via protein-protein interactions with other regulators. Each genomic recruitment mechanism may be associated with distinct motifs, and may also result in distinct characteristic patterns in high-resolution protein-DNA binding assays. For example, the ChIP-exo protocol precisely characterizes protein-DNA crosslinking patterns by combining chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with 5' à 3' exonuclease digestion. Since different regulatory complexes will result in different protein-DNA crosslinking signatures, analysis of ChIP-exo sequencing tag patterns should enable detection of multiple protein-DNA binding modes for a given regulatory protein. However, current ChIP-exo analysis methods either treat all binding events as being of a uniform type, or rely on the presence of DNA motifs to cluster binding events into subtypes.
Introduction
Sequence-specific transcription factors (TFs) recognize many of their regulatory targets by making direct contact with their cognate DNA binding sites. However, TFs and other regulatory proteins can also associate with DNA indirectly, via protein-protein interactions with cooperating DNA-bound regulators.
Genome-wide protein-DNA interaction assays such as ChIP-seq 1, 2 and ChIP-exo 3 typically rely on agents that induce both protein-DNA and protein-protein crosslinking, and therefore do not necessarily discriminate between such direct and indirect DNA binding modes. In fact, some studies report that up to two thirds of in vivo transcription factor binding locations lack cognate motif instances 4, 5 . Hence, a single
ChIP-seq or ChIP-exo experiment can encompass diverse binding event types, produced by different protein-DNA interaction modes.
ChIP-exo and related assays (e.g. ChIP-nexus 6 ) precisely define protein-DNA crosslinking patterns with the use of lambda exonuclease 3 . The exonuclease digests DNA in a 5' to 3' direction and, on average, stops at 6bp before a protein-DNA crosslinking point. Since different regulatory complexes will result in different crosslinking signatures, analysis of ChIP-exo sequencing tag distribution patterns around a given protein's DNA binding events should enable detection of multiple protein-DNA binding modes. For example, Starick, et al. characterized glucocorticoid receptor (GR) binding using ChIP-exo, and classified detected binding events using motif information. This approach uncovered a subset of GR ChIP-exo peaks that contained a Forkhead TF DNA binding motif 5 . The same sites displayed a distinct ChIP-exo tag distribution pattern from that observed at peaks containing the GR cognate binding motif. The authors thereby hypothesized that some ChIP-exo derived GR binding events represent indirect binding to DNA via protein-protein interactions with a Forkhead TF. Therefore, careful analysis of ChIP-exo tag distribution patterns and DNA binding motifs may enable discrimination between a protein's distinct DNA binding modes.
Most available approaches for discriminating between direct and indirect binding modes in a ChIP-seq or ChIP-exo experiment rely exclusively on DNA motif analysis. For example, several methods assume that directly bound sites should contain an instance of a cognate binding motif, while indirectly bound sites will contain motif instances corresponding to other TFs [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This assumption may not always be true.
Distinct regulatory complexes may not always be associated with distinct DNA binding motifs, although they may still be distinguishable based on variations in ChIP crosslinking patterns. Therefore, analyzing combinations of both DNA sequence and ChIP tag distribution information may be necessary to fully characterize the diversity of protein-DNA binding modes present in a given experiment.
One previous approach has attempted to cluster TF binding events using ChIP-seq tag enrichment patterns, and reports on each cluster's associations with GO terms, motif enrichment, genomic localization, and gene expression 12 . However, clustering ChIP-seq tag enrichment patterns is confounded by high variance in the locations of ChIP-seq tags with respect to the protein-DNA binding event. ChIP-seq resolution is limited by sonication, which results in broad tag distributions. As described above, the ChIPexo assay is more appropriate for characterizing distinct binding modes via analysis of tag distribution shapes, because ChIP-exo tag distributions are determined by crosslinking patterns at each binding site.
However, no available method can exploit tag distribution patterns to delineate distinct protein-DNA binding modes in a ChIP-exo experiment.
To systematically detect multiple protein-DNA interaction modes in a single ChIP-exo experiment, we introduce the ChIP-exo mixture model (ChExMix). ChExMix discovers and characterizes binding event subtypes in ChIP-exo data by leveraging both sequencing tag enrichment patterns and DNA motifs. 
Results

ChExMix accurately classifies binding subtypes in in silico mixed ChIP-exo datasets
ChExMix is designed to discover and model multiple binding subtypes within a single ChIP-exo dataset.
We cannot assume a priori that we know the correct assignment of TF binding events to subtypes in any existing ChIP-exo experiment. Therefore, to test the ability of ChExMix to estimate binding subtypes and assign binding event to subtypes, we created datasets that mix data from two distinct ChIP-exo experiments (and thus contain definitive assignments of binding events to two distinct "subtypes").
Specifically, we computationally mixed ChIP-exo data from CTCF and FoxA1, two TFs that are known to produce distinct ChIP-exo tag distribution patterns at their respective binding events 3, 13 . The locations of binding events in the mixed experiments were defined by selecting equal numbers of non-overlapping binding events for each TF (see Methods). The signal portion of our mixed experiments was then defined by randomly selecting CTCF ChIP-exo tags from the CTCF binding event locations and FoxA1 ChIP-exo tags from the FoxA1 binding event locations. Each simulated experiment contains 6 million signal tags, but the relative frequency at which CTCF and FoxA1 tags were selected was varied to simulate subtypes having different relative representations in a dataset. A further set of 24 million background tags were drawn at random from a control (input) experiment.
In the simulated setting in which there is equal representation of CTCF and FoxA1 subtypes (i.e. 3 million tags drawn from each dataset), ChExMix discovers two distinct subtypes characterized by subtypespecific DNA motifs and tag distributions associated with CTCF ( Figure 1A ) and FoxA1 ( Figure 1B ).
ChExMix also achieves high performance in appropriately assigning binding events to their source CTCF and FoxA1 "subtypes" (CTCF: Figure 1C red dots, TPR=89.2%, FPR=1.0%; FoxA1: Figure 1D red dots, TPR=99.0%, FPR=10.8%; Figure S1A , B; Figure S2A , B). ChExMix performance in detecting the two subtypes and appropriately assigning subtypes to binding events remains high over a wide range of relative sampling rates from the CTCF and FoxA1 subtypes, suggesting that subtypes do not have to be present in equal proportions in order for ChExMix to discover them. Specifically, ChExMix detects a distinct CTCFrelated subtype as long as the CTCF proportion of signal tags stays above 10% (i.e. >0.6M tags drawn from the CTCF experiment; Figure 1C ; Figure S1A ). Similarly, ChExMix detects the FoxA1 subtype while the FoxA1 proportion of signal tags stays above 20% ( Figure 1D ; Figure S1B ).
By uniquely combining both DNA motifs and ChIP-exo tag distributions to classify binding subtypes, ChExMix outperforms alternative approaches that use one or the other source of information in subtype assignment. For example, a motif-driven approach (de novo motif discovery followed by site classification based on motif instances) fails to appropriately classify many of the FoxA1 subtype binding events ( Figure   1D green diamonds; Figure S1E , F). Similarly, a version of ChExMix that uses only tag information in subtype assignment (subtypes are still defined using both motif discovery and tag distributions) displays lower sensitivity than the version of ChExMix that uses both tag distributions and DNA motifs (Figure 1C blue triangles; Figure S1C , D). Our results thus demonstrate that ChExMix enables discovery of binding subtypes within a single ChIP-exo dataset and accurately assigns subtypes to binding events. 
ChExMix enables discovery of binding subtypes using only ChIP-exo tag distributions
ChExMix's combined use of DNA motifs and ChIP-exo tag distributions has obvious advantages when the regulatory protein of interest is a sequence-specific TF. However, characterizing and classifying binding event subtypes may also be useful in the analysis of regulatory proteins that lack an obvious sequence preference. ChExMix can characterize binding subtypes without any sequence motif information by clustering binding event ChIP-exo tag distributions using Affinity Propagation 14 . To demonstrate that
ChExMix can thereby discover and assign de novo binding subtypes using only tag distribution information,
we assessed its performance in a controlled simulation setting where no specific sequence signals were introduced.
We simulated 500 binding events from each of two distinct types by randomly drawing tags from two pre-defined ChIP-exo distribution patterns ( 
ChExMix maintains high accuracy in predicting binding event locations
We have previously demonstrated that the probabilistic mixture modeling framework underlying GPS, GEM, and MultiGPS enables highly accurate protein-DNA binding event detection in ChIP-seq and ChIPexo data [15] [16] [17] . Since ChExMix substantially modifies this framework to account for binding event subtypes,
we assessed whether these changes have negatively impacted the ability to characterize binding locations.
We in CTCF ChIP-exo). We also excluded ChIP-ePENS 25 
ChExMix deconvolves regulatory molecule interactions of FoxA1, Estrogen Receptor a, and CTCF in MCF-7 cells
To demonstrate the ability of ChExMix to discover biologically relevant binding event subtypes, we applied
ChExMix to analyze FoxA1 ChIP-exo data in MCF-7 cells. The pioneer factor FoxA1 is a key determinant of estrogen receptor function and endocrine response, and influences genome-wide accessibility in MCF-7, thus affecting global ER binding 26 . CTCF is an upstream negative regulator of FoxA1 and ER chromatin interactions 26, 27 . Genome-wide profiling suggest that these factors co-localize in a subset of the genome, but how these factors interact with one another and DNA at specific sites remains largely unevaluated.
ChExMix identifies three main subclasses in FoxA1 ChIP-exo data. The majority (24,749) of binding events are associated with a subtype that contains FoxA1's cognate DNA binding motif and a ChIP-exo tag distribution shape highly similar to that found in previous ChIP-exo analyses of FoxA transcription We next applied ChExMix to analyze ERa ChIP-exo data, discovering seven distinct subtypes ( Figure   5A ; Figure S4C , D). The majority (24,914) of binding events are associated with one of six subtypes that contains a nuclear hormone receptor motif, which ERa may be expected to directly bind. However, 3,009
binding events are associated with subtype 4, which contains a Forkhead motif similar to that bound by 
Discussion
ChExMix provides a principled platform for elucidating diverse protein-DNA interaction modes in a single 
Methods
ChExMix hierarchical mixture model
Similar to the previously described GPS 15 , GEM 16 , and MultiGPS 17 approaches to ChIP-seq binding event detection, ChExMix models ChIP-exo sequencing data as being generated by a mixture of binding events along the genome, and an Expectation Maximization (EM) learning scheme is used to probabilistically assign sequencing tags to binding event locations. The GPS, GEM, and MultiGPS frameworks assume that a single experiment-specific tag distribution generates all binding events in a given dataset. ChExMix breaks this assumption by modeling one or more tag distributions within a single dataset. ChExMix further models binding events as a mixture of binding subtypes, where each subtype t is defined by a distinct tag distribution and possibly a distinct DNA motif. Since the tag distributions and motifs are strandasymmetric, each subtype has an implicit direction. To account for the expected equal representation of each binding event subtype on both DNA strands, we define the subtypes in pairs, where the tag distributions and motifs in each pair are constrained to be reverse-complements of each other.
The empirically estimated multinomial distribution Pr( % | , ) gives the strand-specific probability of observing ChIP-exo tag % from a binding event of subtype t located at genomic coordinate x. We define a vector of component locations µ where ,,-is the genomic location of event j of the binding subtype t. In other words, the binding event's exact location within a genomic locus is dependent on the estimated subtype. Similarly, we introduce a vector of component subtype probabilities , where ,,-is the probability of the binding event j belonging to subtype t. We initialize a large number of potential binding events such , ∑ ,,-= 1
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We incorporate biologically relevant assumptions in the form of priors on binding event strengths, H is the sparse prior parameter to adjust the degree of subtype sparseness:
where is a parameter to tune the effect of sparseness prior, 0 ≤ ≤ 1. In this study, we choose = 0.05
( Figure S6, S7 ). H is proportional to the number of tags assigned to the binding events.
,,-denotes the binding subtype specific prior parameter and its value is proportional to ,,-, the strand specific log likelihood score for subtype t's motif at event j's location.
,,-is the maximum possible log likelihood score from the weight matrix. where is a parameter to tune the effect of the motif based prior, 0 ≤ ≤ 1. In this study, we choose = 0.2 ( Figure S8 ). ,,-is the effective number of tags assigned to subtype t of the binding event j. The rationale is that a binding event j is more likely to be associated with subtype t if that subtype's DNA motif is present in the vicinity. The parameter ,,-is scaled such that ,,-can be greater than H . Therefore, a particular binding subtype will not be eliminated from consideration if the motif prior provides sufficient evidence of the binding subtype.
A positional prior on the base pair locations of binding events, k, is defined directly by subtype-specific motif log likelihood scores. Each element ki,t corresponds to the probability that genomic location i is a The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation 30 of and is as follows: 
Initial subtype characterization via tag distribution clustering
Subtypes may be initialized in ChExMix using tag distribution clustering, motif discovery, or a combination of both. To initialize subtypes via tag distribution clustering, we extract the stranded per-base tag counts in 
Initial subtype characterization via motif discovery
To characterize subtype-specific DNA motifs, ChExMix uses MEME 32 to discover a set of over-represented motifs in the top 1000 most enriched binding events (60bp windows). Motifs are retained if they discriminate bound regions from random sequences with true-positive vs. false-positive area under curve (AUC) above 0.7. Motif discovery is performed iteratively after removing the sequences containing previously discovered motifs until no further motifs pass the AUC threshold. Each discovered motif defines a subtype, and the corresponding tag distribution is defined using cumulative 5' tag positions centered on motif instances within 30bp of binding events. Therefore, the number of motif-driven subtypes is determined by the number of motifs that pass the AUC threshold.
If motif and tag distribution similarities from a pair of subtypes are above the thresholds (motif similarity using Pearson correlation > 0.95; tag distribution similarity using log KL divergence < -10), we retain only the subtype that is associated with the greater number of binding events. Subtypes are reinitialized during the second training iteration with the same approach. From the third training iteration, binding events are grouped into subtypes using maximum likelihood estimation and a targeted motif discovery is performed using the top 1000 most enriched subtype-specific binding events (60bp window).
Subtypes are eliminated from the model during the subtype updates if the number of subtype-specific binding events fall below 5% of all binding events. When ChExMix is run with multiple ChIP-exo experiments, ChExMix performs a targeted motif discovery at sites where the predicted binding events from the two experiments occur within 30bp from each other. In this way, ChExMix attempts to identify unique motifs present in genomic regions where two proteins bind at proximal genomic loci.
Assessing subtype assignment performance using in silico mixed ChIP-exo data
To computationally simulate human ChIP-exo data that contains two distinct binding event subtypes, we mixed CTCF ChIP-exo data from HeLa cells 3 , FoxA1 ChIP-exo data from MDA-MB-453 cells 13 , and an input control experiment from MCF-7 cells, all mapped to hg19. We first defined the top 20,000 binding event locations using MultiGPS for both CTCF and FoxA1 ChIP-exo experiments. We extended the binding events to 1Kbp regions and created a set of non-overlapping regions that contain peaks from either the CTCF or FoxA1 experiment (but not both). To reflect the typical signal-to-noise ratio observed in real ChIP-exo experiments, 80% of the tags (24 million tags) come from the input data, and the remaining (6 million) tags are randomly selected from all CTCF and FoxA1 ChIP-exo 1Kbp peak regions. We varied the number of tags drawn from each experiment to change the strength of binding events from each factor.
We ran the following binding event analysis methods on the simulation data: a) ChExMix with default parameters; b) ChExMix using default parameters with the exception of turning off the use of the motif prior in assigning subtypes (subtypes are still defined using motif discovery and tag distributions); and c) de novo motif discovery by MEME followed by subtype assignment based on the motif hits. For de novo motif discovery, we ran MEME on 100bp sequences from 500 randomly selected binding events defined by ChExMix. Then, we used the discovered motifs to scan 100bp regions around all binding events and assigned subtypes based on the motif hits (log-likelihood scoring threshold of 5% per base FDR defined using a 2 nd Markov model based on human genome nucleotide frequencies). Performance of binding subtype assignment is evaluated using labels based on whether the regions were taken from CTCF or FoxA1
ChIP-exo data. Sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) is used as the performance measure. The results show the average performance over five simulated datasets.
Performance of subtype discovery and classification in synthetic ChIP-exo data
To investigate ChExMix's ability to learn and assign binding subtypes using only tag distribution information in a controlled setting, we used the ChIPReadSimulator module in SeqCode (https://github.com/seqcode/seqcode-core) to simulate two types of binding events using predefined ChIPexo tag distributions. The tag distribution shapes used to define subtypes in these simulations (Figure 2A , 2B) were based on tag distributions observed in yeast Reb1 (subtype A) and human p53 (subtype B) ChIPexo experiments (Reb1 and p53 distribution files available from https://github.com/seqcode/chexmix). We first simulated two datasets on a yeast-sized genome that consisted of pure signal; one of the datasets contained 500 subtype A binding events, while the other dataset contained 500 subtype B binding events.
The relative strength of each of these binding events was drawn randomly from a distribution of relative tag counts observed for CTCF binding events in CTCF ChIP-seq experiments. Then, we modulated the relative sampling rate from each signal dataset and a background (mock IP control) dataset to create each individual simulated ChIP-exo dataset. Specifically, we varied the proportion of tags mixed between subtypes A and B to create different relative representations of binding event subtypes. We also modulated the proportions of tags drawn from the two signal experiments relative to that taken from the background (input) experiment. We ran ChExMix with the option "--nomotifs --scalewin 1000 --minmodelupdateevents 10". Performance of binding subtype assignment is evaluated using 500bp window centered at simulated binding event locations. Sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) is used as the performance measure.
Evaluating spatial resolution of ChIP-exo binding event predictions
To evaluate the spatial resolution performance of ChIP-exo peak callers, we quantify the distance between genomic coordinates of predicted binding events and high-scoring binding motif hits. As the center of the motif hit may not represent the true center of a binding event, we consider the distance between the predicted peaks to the either edge of the motif. We compare spatial resolution on the set of predictions that are called by all methods and which have the same high-scoring motif hits (log-likelihood scoring threshold of 5% per base FDR defined using a 2 nd Markov model based on the genomic nucleotide frequencies). Only events that occur within 50bp of a motif instance are included in the calculation. GEM is run with ChIPexo specific parameters "--smooth 3 --mrc 20" as described in the documentation. MultiGPS is run with parameters "--fixedbp 20" with ChIP-exo tag distribution as described in the documentation. dFilter is run with a parameter "-ks 10" to decrease the kernel filter width. Q-nexus is run with parameters "-nexus-mode -s 100 -v" as described in the documentation. All other software was run using default parameters.
Public datasets
CTCF ChIP-exo in HeLa cells is obtained from accession number SRA044886 and aligned against hg19 
ChIP-exo experiments and processing
The human breast adenocarcinoma cell line, MCF7, was obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), and cultured using DMEM with 10% heat inactivated FBS at 37°C with 5% CO2 in air. MCF7 cells were incubated in phenol red-free, charcoal stripped FBS for 48 hours prior to the 1 hour treatment with 17 -estradiol (E2, Sigma) at 100 M. ChIP-exo assays for FoxA1, ERa, and CTCF were performed as previously described 3, 13 . For ChIP-exo library preparation, affinity purified anti-FoxA1 (ab23738, Abcam; sc-514695 X, Santa Cruz), anti-ERa (ab108398, Abcam; sc8002 X, Santa Cruz), and anti-CTCF (07-729, Millipore) were incubated with chromatin. Mock IP control ChIP-exo experiments in MCF-7 cells were performed using the same approach but in the absence of antibody.
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain, BY4741, was obtained from Open Biosystems. Cells were grown in yeast peptone dextrose (YPD) media at 25°C to an OD600=0.8-1.0. Mock IP control ChIP-exo experiments in yeast were performed using rabbit IgG (Sigma, i5006) in the BY4741 background strain (which does not contain a tandem affinity purification tag sequence).
Libraries were paired-end sequenced and read pairs were mapped to the hg19 reference or sacCer3 genome using BWA version 0.7.12 with options "mem -T 30 -h 5". Read pairs that share identical mapping coordinates on both ends are likely to represent PCR duplicates, and so Picard (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) was used to de-duplicate such pairs. Reads with MAPQ score less than 5 are filtered out using samtools 35 . During analysis of the MCF7 experiments, ChExMix was run with the following command-line parameters: --noclustering --q 0.05. ChExMix was initialized using the results of MultiGPS analysis of the dataset collection, where MultiGPS (version 0.74) was run using the following parameters: --q 0.05 --jointinmodel --fixedmodelrange --gaussmodelsmoothing --gausssmoothparam 1 --minmodelupdateevents 50.
All ChIP-exo sequencing data produced in this study has been uploaded to GEO under accession GSE110502.
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Supplementary Information for:
Characterizing protein-DNA binding event subtypes in ChIP-exo data 
ChExMix enables deconvolution of joint events
To examine ChExMix's ability to resolve two closely spaced events, we simulated datasets by placing 
Robustness of ChExMix on various initialization conditions
We examine the performance of ChExMix on different initialization conditions. During the initialization of binding events, ChExMix places binding components every 30 base pairs. We analyze how different spacing of components affects the sensitivity of peak detection and running time of the algorithm. We computationally mixed tags from CTCF ChIP-exo and input background, using the approach similar to the in silico mixed CTCF FoxA1 ChIP-exo experiment described in Methods section. We created simulation data by drawing 6 million CTCF tags from 1Kbp regions centered around CTCF binding events from CTCF ChIP-exo data and 24 million background tags from the input control. ChExMix is run with an option "--noflanking". This option will ensure that ChExMix will not automatically place additional binding components during the EM iterations. ChExMix performance is evaluated based on sensitivity of recovering predefined peak locations. We score peaks as positive if ChExMix peaks occur within 50bp of MultiGPS peak locations. The results show that ChExMix stably recovers above 90% of peaks when component spacing intervals are smaller than 100 base pair ( Figure S3 ). The sensitivity drops significantly when the component intervals become bigger than 200 base pairs.
Sparsity and motif prior weights in subtype assignment
In this section, we examined the effect of varying the sparsity and motif prior weights on subtype assignment. We assume that binding events should be associated with a single subtype. Hence, we employ a sparseness promoting prior in assigning binding subtypes to encourage a single subtype to dominate the probabilities. In assessing the effect of varying this prior, we used simulated ChIP-exo data that mix equal proportion of CTCF and FoxA1 ChIP-exo tags (as described in Methods). We used the F1 score to measure the performance of subtype assignment, calculated as the following using scikit-learn python package:
The results show that ChExMix performance drops significantly when the sparsity prior is above 0.1 ( Figure   S6 ). We observe equal representations of each subtype when we increase the sparseness promoting prior above 0.1. Subtype probability distributions shift towards 1 as we change the sparseness promoting prior to 0, 0.05, and 0.1 ( Figure S7 ,). The current default of 0.05 shifts the maximum assignment probability distribution towards 1 with a minor decrease in performance. Hence, we use 0.05 as the default value of the subtype sparsity prior.
Next, we evaluated how different motif weights affect ChExMix performance using the same CTCF/FoxA1 mixed data. Motif weights control the balance between tag distribution and sequence in subtype assignment. We measure the performance using F1 score as described above. We observe that performance continues to increase as the motif prior increases ( Figure S8 ). Our current motif prior default is 0.2 because we do not wish sequence information to dominate subtype assignment. Number of binding events
